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Nonlinear Brush Formulation for a Bicycle Tire, Based on Rotta Model
I. Introduction
Through their often-nonlinear elastic properties, tires provide vertical and lateral compliance
which affect sideslip, camber thrust, steering torque, and ultimately the vehicle’s dynamics.
The performance of belted car tires is especially complex, stimulating normalizing schemes for
condensing the data [1], and extensive numerical fitting procedures such as the Magic Formula
Tire Model [2], (see section 4.3). However, we entertain the hope that bicycle tires might behave
more simply. The main reason is their slenderness, compared to wheel radius and contact patch
length. The resulting ground-contact flattening ‘varies slowly’ along the contact patch. In
addition, bike tires are essentially circular in cross section, suggesting simpler geometry; and
sometimes have extremely thin casing with almost no bending stiffness.
This effort weaves together two classical threads:



The ‘line-spring’ (brush, spoke, bristle) tire models summarized in [3]
Rotta’s paper [4,5] exploring a model that can produce reasonable nonlinear behavior in a
cross section

In addition we acknowledge the beyond-contact-patch ‘relaxation length’ of lateral displacement,
which arises from tire shear stiffness and/or wheel-circumferential tension, as outlined in [2]
(section 5.3.1).
We hope that slender bicycle tires can be understood and modeled by a brush approach, but such
a model must be nonlinear to successfully reproduce observed finite-compression camber and
transverse behavior. Rotta’s analysis of section behavior is very nonlinear and produces (at least
qualitatively) the needed properties directly from the tire and wheel geometry. We devise
polynomial approximations to Rotta’s compression and camber analysis, then use the resulting
nonlinear line spring to integrate through the contact patch, to derive expressions for overall tire
behavior.
II. Rotta’s nonlinear tire-section model
In 1949 Rotta [4] devised a simple nonlinear model of the behavior of a pneumatic tire cross
section, and applied it to estimating vertical and lateral stiffness of a tire. We are fortunate that
the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (now CALSPAN) produced a professional translation [5].
Rotta developed a sectional model (what he calls a ‘tire element’) of an infinitesimal slice of rim
and tire, and provided some graphical results. For a narrow tire and long contact patch, we can
hope that slowly varying deformation can be analyzed as a series of non-coupled 2D “Rotta”
problems. By developing analytical results or approximations, we can integrate nonlinear spring
forces over the contact patch to determine tire properties from those of the individual crosssection.
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A. Cross-section geometry
The Rotta cross-section model consists of a rigid line segment (the rim) and an inextensible
string or membrane (the tire casing) joining the rim edges. The casing contains air pressure p0
relative to external atmosphere. When not in contact with the ground, the cross section of tire and
rim looks like Fig. 1A, shown with Rotta symbols for the tire width B, rim width Bs, and
uncompressed tire height H. The initial angle γ0 relative to horizontal of the tire casing at the rim
may be found from sin(γ0) = Bs/B.
Bs
γ0
H

B
Fig. 1A: Tire parameters used by Rotta
In contrast we have chosen w0 for the rim segment half length, L for the casing half length, and
ϕ0 to represent the initial angle subtended by half the tire (ϕ0 = π – γ0).

w0
r0
ϕ0
r0

L

Fig. 1B: Tire parameters preferred for the present paper
We may combine L = r0ϕ0 and w0 = r0sinϕ0 to eliminate the initial radius r0 and provide an
implicit equation for ϕ0 (this has to be solved numerically):
sin𝜙0
𝑤0
=
𝜙0
𝐿

(1)

By displacing the rim vertically toward the ground without any tire slip, the casing will be
pressed flat to the ground over a contact width b (Rotta) or 2d, see Fig. 2A. It departs the ground
at either edge of the contact region without any sudden slope change, (beginning tangent to the
ground at the edge of the contact region), then follows a circular arc up to the rim edge. We posit
that the casing length does not change – that the sum of circular sidewall arcs and straight ground
contact segment is a fixed number. (For a radial-ply tire this makes sense, as the threads are
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relatively inextensible, although the increased sidewall curvature implies reduced thread tension,
and thus a modest shortening. But for a bias-ply tire, this is a less-certain assertion, as the
reduced sidewall tension could shorten it, to an extent that depends on interaction with
neighboring sections.)
Consider the midpoint of the tire casing to touch the ground at a coordinate system origin. Then
for any position of the rim, there is a simple geometry problem to be solved for each sidewall:
Determine the distance d from the origin to the edge of the contact region, and arc parameters
radius r and subtended angle ϕ, such that:
The contacting length d plus arc length rϕ is equal to the fixed casing half-length L:
d + rϕ = L

(2)

The x coordinate of the final casing point d + rsinϕ matches the x coordinate of the rim edge:
d + rsinϕ = Xrim

(3)

The y coordinate of the final casing point r(1 – cosϕ) matches the y coordinate of the rim edge:
r(1 – cosϕ) = Yrim

(4)

These three requirements suffice to determine d, r, ϕ uniquely from L, Xrim, Yrim. Although a
closed form solution has not been found, the following reduction is useful: Eliminate r from (1)
and (2), then solve for d:
𝑑=

𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚 𝜙 − 𝐿sin𝜙
𝜙 − sin𝜙

(5)

With this value of d, we can use (1) to write
𝑟=

𝐿 − 𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝜙 − sin𝜙

(6)

This may be substituted into (3) to given an implicit equation for ϕ:
𝐿 − 𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝜙 − sin𝜙
=
𝑌𝑟𝑖𝑚
1 − cos𝜙

(7)

That is, for any rim edge coordinates relative to the ground point corresponding to the casing
midpoint, it should be possible to determine ϕ and subsequently compute the other geometric
quantities. (It may be seen from this equation that if the casing half-length L is laid flat on the
ground, any line emanating from the casing tip has slope Y/(L – X), so ϕ will be constant along
each such line.)
When the rim is lowered vertically, the deformation problem is symmetric, and both left and
right sidewalls take up identical values of d, r, ϕ. But when, without slippage, the compressed
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rim is either rotated or laterally translated, the left and right solutions will differ. From the left
and right values of both d and r, the ground reactions on the rim may be determined.
III.

Tire Forces

For a given short element of the tire, we wish to find forces and moments (per unit length into
the page, i.e. per unit circumference of the wheel) applied to the displaced and rotated rim
segment. This is most easily achieved by determining the forces of the tire on the ground, then
the reverse of these are the ground reactions acting on the wheel.
The vertical (Y) force (per unit circumferential distance) on the tire is equal to tire pressure times
the total width of contact: FV = p0(dL + dR). Its line of action is at the center of the contact region,
with X coordinate (dR – dL)/2.
The horizontal force (per unit circumferential distance) on the road is derived from the two
different sidewall tensions. Sidewall tension is computed as T = p0r. The X force on the tire is
thus p0(rL – rR).
Both numerically and as much as possible analytically, we aim to compute the X force and the Y
force on a tire element, when its rim element is placed in any location, so that the rim edges are
in known locations relative to a ground-surface origin at the casing center. Eventually this
information is to be used in an integral over the length of the tire contact patch, to derive total
force and moment applied to the rim. (Of course, if dealing with a straight-axis inflated tube
rather than a round wheel, the Rotta results could be used without any integration.)
What about the Y force line of action, in other words the ‘overturning moment’ applied to the
rim? For typical bicycle applications we consider this unimportant, because tire width is so very
much less than system C.M. height.
To consider the case of steady turning with radial acceleration V2/ρ, (where V and ρ refer to the
system center of mass), a rigid planar body should take up the lean angle χ defined by
tan(χ) = V2/(ρg). But a bicycle frame with rigid toroidal wheels will not match this exactly. The
system mass center includes a lateral offset arising from the turned steering, displacing it from
the center-plane of the rear frame. Also the front contact falls outside the frame center-plane (due
to steer angle and trail), and both ground contacts contribute inwards displacements from lean
angle (due to tire toroidal geometry). So the plane joining the two contacts and the system mass
center is at an angle slightly distinct from the rear-frame lean angle. In addition, the precession of
both wheels about the vertical slightly reduces the moment of weight about the track-line.
Therefore, the value of χ will differ from the arctangent formula by a couple of percent, due to
some tens of mm displacement of important points.
The point of this preamble is to discourage high-precision examination of the ground reactions
on a compliant tire. The line of action of the force does not originate exactly at the intersection of
the wheel midplane with the ground. But its deviation (the overturning couple of [2], section
4.3.5) is a tiny affair, compared to the approximate requirement that the reaction force in steady
turning should aim close to the original mass center, which is within the wheel midplane. For
bicycle purposes, where tire width is commonly 2%-4% of CM height, we therefore crudely
ignore all the above small factors and focus on force angular deviation from the wheel
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centerplane. The ground force must be parallel to the wheel plane to negotiate a steady turn. If
the force derived in pure rolling is more vertical than the wheel midplane, it must be augmented
by a horizontal ground force derived from the wheel creeping toward the outside of the turn. In
other words, insufficient camber thrust will lead to both wheels being pointed slightly inwards of
their path tangents.
A. Vertical Displacement
Rotta uses f to define tire compression, and b to define contact width. He defines dimensionless
ratios ψ = Bf /B, λ = f /B, ρ = 2r/B where the original radius r* = B/2. We chose d for the contact
half width and h for the rim height.
Bs

r0

r

h
H

d

f
b
B

Fig. 2: Geometry of vertical compression
Rotta gives the contact width as a function of the rim sinkage. To reproduce his third figure, we
simply computed d and h from sidewall arc ϕ, as it varies from ϕ0 to 2π.
In the equations given above, we substitute Xrim = w0, and Yrim = h. Then
𝑑=

𝑤0 𝜙 − 𝐿sin𝜙
,
𝜙 − sin𝜙

ℎ = (1 − cos𝜙)

𝐿−𝑑
1 − cos𝜙
= (𝐿 − 𝑤0 )
𝜙
𝜙 − sin𝜙

Rotta plots b/B as a function of λ, with parameter H/B. In our notation, b/B is 2d/(2r0) where
r0 = L/ϕ0. And λ = f /B is (H – h)/(2r0).
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Fig. 3: Vertical force per unit wheel circumference, normalized by pressure and initial tire
width
When the ordinate is multiplied by pressure and original tire width B, it gives force at any
deflection. Note the following:






There is an initial slope depending not on B alone, but on the ratio H/B. In other words, a fat
(large B) tire is not softer or stiffer per se, stiffness is due only to the ratio H/B.
Geometrically, the contact width equals the rim width when the sidewall arc = π; it grows a
little from there; then it reduces again to match the rim width when the sidewall arc = 2π.
Therefore, a peak compressive force exists, after which further compression reduces it. That
softening behavior is unstable, because a dead weight would collapse the rim to the ground
after zero stiffness is passed. The peak always occurs at the same critical value of ϕ, where
tan𝜙𝑐 = 𝜙𝑐 . The peak force, or equally contact area, derives from 2w0 plus a fraction of the
height at which ϕ = ϕc.
As the rim approaches the ground (deflection = H), the subtended angle approaches 2π, and
an infinitesimal sinkage leads to a finite change of contact width, i.e. negatively infinite
stiffness.
There is no one ideal normalization for the force, since its peak value depends on rim width
plus a fraction of critical height; while its final value depends only on rim width. But
normalizing the compression by H rather than B may make a better plot.

Vertical stiffness divided by pressure p0 may be computed from Equation 8 (with fixed L, w0) as
𝐾𝑉 /𝑝0 =

2 𝛿𝑑 −2 (𝛿𝑑/𝛿𝜙)
=
−𝛿ℎ
(𝛿ℎ/𝛿𝜙)

(9)

Performing the indicated differentiations we get the slope of the vertical-force curve at any ϕ:
𝐾𝑉 /𝑝0 =

sin𝜙 − 𝜙cos𝜙
1 − cos𝜙 − 𝜙sin𝜙/2
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Special cases are the initial angle of the sidewall, the angle π where slope is π/2, the angle 2π
where slope is infinite, and the angle of peak force when 𝐾𝑉 = 0 or 𝜙 = tan𝜙, solved to give the
angle of peak force 𝜙𝑐 = 4.4934097 radians. (Whenever a circular arc subtends this angle, a
change of its radius with fixed arc length, and fixed ground-tangent contact point, leads to a
purely vertical motion of the arc tip.)
The peak vertical force divided by tire pressure is 2dmax or 1.643w0 + 0.3569L.
Experimental verification of the above cross-section behavior is not trivial – bicycle wheels are
circular, and the Rotta behavior described so far would requires a straight inflated shape for
direct testing. This might be possible using a straightened sewup tire, but wired-on tires can not
be straightened like this. One would have to create a fabric tube with correctly held edges. Our
simpler and less-accurate approach, discussed below, is to squeeze a circular wheel in a
Universal Testing Machine (compressing both top and bottom), and compare to the overall forcedeflection curve produced by integrating Rotta results over the entire contact patch.
B. Horizontal Displacement
By adding another ‘input’ (horizontal displacement) to the previous vertical displacement and
initial geometry H/B, and adding another ‘output’ (horizontal force) to the previous vertical
force, we end up with a more-complex plotting task. We begin with an illustrative special case
(H = 1.6 in, B = 2 in, and a variety of compressive displacements f), and plot horizontal force of
the ground on the tire due to horizontal displacement.

Fig. 4: Rightward horizontal force per unit circumference, scaled by pressure, due to
horizontal displacement, for various compressions f (in). The curves end where
contact width is reduced to a point (and would be terminated sooner if a bounded
friction coefficient was assumed)
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In this figure, the short blue curve from second to fourth quadrants represents very slight
compression f = 0.1 in. It is short because further horizontal displacement (without slip) shrinks
the contact width (the vertical force) to zero. Keep in mind that this is for fixed rim height. A
curve involving constant vertical force would be rather different, as the tire folds under the rim
which approaches the ground.
At small values of the compression, each curve depicts a negative force of the ground on the rim,
when the rim is displaced positively – in other words, negative slope, which means positive
stiffness.
However, as compression is increased to greater values of f, the slope at the origin tends toward
zero, and switches sign for f > 0.8 in. This means instability: a system that maintains fixed f
experiences a positive force on the rim for positive displacement. The rim will then settle where
the curve crosses the horizontal axis – net force = 0, and slope < 0.
In the context of a complete wheel, this unstable behavior is likely to be masked by phenomena
we have not yet discussed: Firstly, a non-infinite contact patch exhibits an added horizontal
stiffness due to the non-contacting tire regions (represented as a pressure-loaded taut string or a
material-based shear stiffness). This is described in Section 5.3.1 of Ref. [2] and Fig. (4-15) of
[7]. Secondly, as compression causes the contact patch to grow, the part near the ends will be
only slightly compressed, which adds stiffness and stability. Lastly, the process of incremental
compression with horizontal rim freedom is potentially different from performing a large
compression with the rim fixed horizontally, then releasing it. In the former case, if a horizontal
deflection begins, then the newly contacting cross sections must be considered anchored in new
positions – the overall casing centerline would not be straight.
In light of the multi-variable complexity, we simplify by giving only the initial horizontal
stiffness (divided by pressure), or equivalently the result of infinitesimal horizontal deflection,
for various vertical deflections and original geometries. This is like Rotta’s Fig. 8.
By symmetry, for an infinitesimal horizontal deflection away from purely vertical compression,
the vertical force will change only quadratically. In other words the change in vertical force from
infinitesimal horizontal motion will be zero to first order. We therefore consider only the
increment of horizontal force due to infinitesimal horizontal motion. This analysis can be
performed at once using Equations (2-4) to determine the derivative of sidewall radius with
respect to rim-edge X-coordinate.
Eliminating d from Eqs. (2,3) and taking differentials, we have a relation between horizontal
displacement of the rim, and changes in r and ϕ:
𝛿𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚 = 𝛿𝑟(sin𝜙 − 𝜙) + 𝑟𝛿𝜙(cos𝜙 − 1)

(11)

Then taking differentials of Eq. (4) gives a relation between δr and δϕ:
𝛿𝜙 = 𝛿𝑟

(cos𝜙 − 1)
𝑟sin𝜙

Eliminating δϕ, we finally conclude
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𝐾𝐿
2𝛿𝑟
sin𝜙
=
=
𝑝0 𝛿𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚 1 − cos𝜙 − 𝜙sin𝜙/2

(13)

(The factor of 2 is because in this antisymmetric deformation, δ(rL – rR) = 2δrR.) This result was
given by Rotta’s Equation (22).
Clearly, the lateral stiffness vanishes when ϕ = π. The physical reason for this is that the motion
of ‘rolling’ the left and right sidewalls at constant radii is consistent with purely horizontal
motion of the rim, and constant sidewall radii is equivalent to zero horizontal stiffness.
Rotta’s Fig. 8 plots this (horizontal stiffness)/(pressure) as a function of normalized sinkage f/B,
for various initial tire geometry defined by H/B.

Fig. 5: Horizontal initial stiffness of a variety of tire sections, as a function of vertical
compression. Sufficient compression always leads to negative stiffness and
instability.
In Fig. 5 we see that a tire section shape in the vicinity of H/B ~ 0.7 is somewhat special, as it
sustains the greatest compression before losing stability (more visible in an expanded plot, see
Fig. 6).
Some of the more important results:
Lateral stiffness of a cross section is always greatest with the minimum compression. (Of course,
when the entire tire is considered, the main effect of compression is to increase the contact
length, so overall stiffness increases.)
The value of barely-compressed lateral stiffness is highly dependent on initial geometry or H/B.
A very low rim with small ϕ exhibits nearly infinite uncompressed stiffness of approximately
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24/ϕ3. With large ϕ, i.e. H close to B, the uncompressed (lateral stiffness)/(pressure) is very low,
linearly approximated by 5(1 – H/B) + 0.08.
More interesting is the sign change of lateral stiffness when ϕ = π. This implies instability: if the
rim is slightly displaced laterally, it will ‘run away’. As the rim approaches the ground,
(lateral stiffness)/(pressure) = –1/π.

Fig. 6: Expanded version of Fig. 5
In the expanded plot, it is clear that adjacent curves always intersect, so each greater value of
H/B starts less stiff and then ends up more stiff than the previous value.
C. Angular Displacement: Camber
For single track vehicles, the most important and desirable property of forward rolling with
camber would be to have the ground reaction in the plane of the wheel. That would permit steady
turning at large lean angles, without any side-slip. In [3] this is property is virtually taken for
granted (the emphasis is ours):
“If the multispoke ‘tyre’ is running straight, free rolling and cambered on a high friction surface,
the ground contact line is straight and in the wheel plane. The tyre deformation is no different
from that of the uncambered case. The force system is thus the same as in that case but it is
rotated by the camber angle about the ground contact line. Consequently, the camber thrust is
equal to the wheel load multiplied by the tangent of the camber angle and it remains so
(approximately) for any condition which is adhesion dominated.”
This is convincing reasoning for the alignment of ground reaction with the cambered rolling
wheel. Unfortunately to the extent that a tire is unlike a spoke, it will not match the facts!
Experiments (Fig. (2A) of [6] and page 441 figures with load/pressure scaling of [7] ) have
shown that the reaction force tends to be tipped less than the wheel, i.e. FX tends to be deficient.
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A camber thrust deficit, 𝐶𝑇𝐷 = 𝐹𝑌 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜒 − 𝐹𝑋 is the main anticipated outcome of this analysis. It
can be connected to the angle relative to the wheel plane of the ground reaction force. According
to the Rotta model, it turns out that the force of a cross section is virtually in the wheel plane for
small amounts of tire compression, but becomes increasingly vertical for large ones.
Camber is harder to model than vertical compression. In brief, the two sidewall arcs must be
found separately, by making use of both right and left rim edge coordinates relative to the ground
origin at the casing center: XR, YR, XL, YL.
Rotta considered only an infinitesimal camber angle, which he names σ and we name χ. When
camber angles are finite, as on a hard-cornering bicycle, there are conceptual difficulties in
defining the problem to solve (i.e., the proper mix of camber and lateral displacement).
Rotta’s Fig. (11) shows the rim centerline intersecting the ground at its original intersection (our
coordinate origin) at length H – f, implying the original height in a tilted frame when f = 0. This
is reasonable for infinitesimal angles, but not for large ones. More appropriately, an
uncompressed tire should be rolled as a cylinder before being compressed. Then the rim
centerline no longer hits the ground where the tire casing midpoint will end up when it is
flattened. Uncompressed distance to this point (which we do not use) is H + r((cosσ)–1 – 1). At a
camber of π/4, the increase is 0.41r.
We follow the above prescription of rolling the rim on the undeformed tire to its chosen camber
value, then compressing it by displacement f within its plane. This is effectively the situation of
loaded pure rolling at a large camber angle: seen from the rear of the bicycle, a Rotta section on
its tilted rim segment makes point contact when it enters the contact patch (this is not at its
casing midpoint), then it is compressed toward the ground along the rim midplane until it reaches
the middle of the contact patch, and subsequently is lifted away. All motion can be viewed as
varying compression in the wheel-plane direction.
For any camber angle, we need to examine the ground reaction force per unit circumferential
length as a function of compression. This force has been observed to start within the wheel plane
at slight compression, and grow in magnitude while turning more vertical for greater
compression. The ground reaction force is defined by components FX/p0 and FY/p0.
Because of the difficulty of representing multiple camber angles χ, multiple tire shapes (H/B),
and multiple compressions f, we explored only the case H/B = 0.8. We plotted the force
components of a Rotta section as a function of compression, for various camber angles.
In the previous case of vertical compression, we did not directly solve for tire shape as a function
of compression. Instead we used the sidewall arc (angle) as a parameter, and cross-plotted
quantities like contact width against compression. However in the case of camber with
compression, and also of finite lateral displacement with compression, the two sidewalls have
different radii and arc angles, so we can’t use that simple approach. Instead it is necessary to
numerically solve the geometry of both left and right sides to get the needed results. The original
Eqs. (2-4) define the problem, where (Xrim, Yrim) for both the left and right rim edges are
specified from the camber angle χ (which rotates and translates the rim due to the idea of rolling
the uncompressed tire) then the compression f perpendicular to the rim segment, and optionally a
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transverse displacement also. Note that we transform a left-side problem into a right-side
problem, by using -XL, -YL in place of XR, YR.
We reproduce Eq. (7) – for each edge of the rim, determining the tire sidewall angle of arc from
its coordinates directly yields the radius and the contact width:
𝐿 − 𝑋𝑟𝑖𝑚
𝜙 − sin𝜙
=
𝑌𝑟𝑖𝑚
1 − cos𝜙

(14)

where L the casing half-width is measured from the origin, and ϕ is the included angle of the
circular-arc casing. If it can be solved efficiently for both sides, the result can be used
immediately to define the vertical force applied to the tire (through ground contact width dL + dR)
and the horizontal force applied to the tire (through the difference in radii rL – rR). The appendix
includes both Excel and MATLAB solution techniques.
Points in Fig. 7 represent the X and Y components of force vectors arising from compression at
various camber angles, for a tire geometry H/B = 0.8. Each dot represents a rim sinkage f applied
in steps of H/20. Each color (camber) has an initial slope (from origin to first point) very close to
the actual camber angle. That is, for small compressions the ground reaction force is
approximately in the plane of the wheel. But the horizontal force drops off noticeably by 20%
compression (the row of markers originating at 0.42), and catastrophically by 40% compression
(the marker row at 0.75). The horizontal force saturates at around 35% compression, while the
vertical force saturates at about 80% (somewhat less at large camber angles).
It can be seen that if a section with FY/p0 = 0.6 is cambered at fixed load, the compression at
large camber must be slightly increased to maintain the vertical load, and the sideforce at large
camber is slightly reduced.
In the adjacent plot Fig. 8, the same points are plotted with FX/p0 divided by tanχ. If the tire force
were exactly parallel to the wheel midplane, all points would fall on the light blue line of slope 1.
What we see is that the points for a small compression (0.05H, the first point away from the
origin) do lie on that line, for all values of χ. (This is simply an observation of a few cases, as yet
unproved.) However as compression increases to the fourth load points (i.e., 0.2H) a substantial
deficit of horizontal force is apparent. For a compression of 0.3H, the collection of points ending
at (0.4, 0.6), at the least camber only 66% of the needed horizontal force is available, while at the
greatest camber less than 50% is available.
Evidently in cambered compression, the horizontal force saturates fairly soon and then decreases.
The vertical force also saturates, at roughly double the compression. The ground reaction force
direction swings toward the vertical as compression increases. But as discussed above, in a
steady turn the ground reaction force must lie in the cambered wheel plane. The force deviation
from that plane means that the pure-rolling assumption is invalid. The tire must also undergo
lateral deflection while rolling, in a side-slipping process. This is energy losing, and also violates
the non-holonomic constraint underlying rigid-body dynamical analyses.
Not only in cornering, but in riding on a sideslope, the camber thrust deficit means that both
wheels must be steered somewhat inwards of the curved path (or uphill, on a side slope). A
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practical test of this could be a bike held upright and rolling forward on a substantial sideslope
(like the straight section of a velodrome); as load increases, a light beam or mirror attached to
bike should aim more uphill.

Fig. 7: (left) Horizontal and vertical force/length, scaled by pressure plotted for about 17
increments of compression, at various cambers. The specific tire with H = 0.8 in and
B = 1 in was used, but the plot would equally apply if the force axes were considered
scaled by B.
Fig. 8: (right) Same results, but horizontal force is divided by the tangent of the camber
angle. The straight line represents a ground reaction force in the plane of the wheel.
This shows most clearly that compression is the dominant factor in reducing
horizontal force. (The colors do not match Fig. 7 because of the order in which they
were plotted. Also the results for χ = 0.1 are largely hidden by the gray zero-camber
points.)
The cause of camber thrust deficit, or more simply the lack of sufficient horizontal force, has to
do with the changes of radius of both sidewalls. For a rightward leaning wheel, the desired
rightward force arises when rL – rR is sufficiently great. With zero compression, that difference is
zero. As compression begins, the left radius is decreased less than the right (because that edge of
the rim is higher, and that sidewall is longer). Effectively, the left side is operating at a greater H.
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This difference provides the needed sideforce. However as compression increases, the right rim
edge is moving leftward, making more casing length available (resulting in a less-reduced right
radius), and ultimately the right radius reaches a minimum and may even increase. Whereas the
left rim edge moving leftward makes less casing available, for added radius shrinkage. At some
point the rates of decrease of both radii match – that is the point of peak sideforce.
The camber thrust deficit is reduced if compressive displacement is reduced. That will be the
case if pressure is increased at fixed load. But then the vertical stiffness of a fixed size wheel will
be increased. An alternative approach is to increase B (with fixed pressure) while H/B is fixed.
Then, at a fixed load, the compression is reduced, and the camber thrust should be greater. Of
course, equipping a larger tire to sustain the same pressure requires a stronger casing, with
possible degradation of the rolling resistance.
IV.

From the Cross Section to the Full Contact Patch

Rotta’s idea was to study a two-dimensional slice of the tire and rim. As we have seen, this
includes the mechanics of changing ground contact, changing sidewall curvatures, and internal
pressure. However Rotta essentially stopped there, using the ‘tire element’ to stand in for the
entire contact patch. We take the approach further, essentially considering the entire contact
patch to be made up of many slices, each with a different compression. Of course there are
multiple unjustified assumptions, such as the idea that slices are not coupled, ignoring that each
slice should be radial (tilted) not vertical, and giving no consideration to sidewall strain normal
to the slice. Most of these could have minimal effect if the contact patch is long compared to tire
width B, yet short compared to wheel radius R. We perform the contact patch calculations in a
hopeful spirit, and intend that eventual future experiments will show their degree of validity.
A contact patch calculation could be performed fully numerically, or semi-analytically. We have
focused on the latter but will discuss both.
In a numerical approach, the tire of initial geometry H, B attached to wheel of radius R is held at
a wheel compression in its plane fW, camber angle χ, and possible horizontal displacement (either
uniform, or linearly varying due to side-slip). Discretizing the contact patch into N intervals, this
gives us N Rotta problems to solve – that is, determining the left and right d and R values, to
deduce FX/p0 and FY/p0, the force per unit circumferential length at that slice divided by pressure.
The sum of each interval result times its interval length gives the overall force. That is one data
point for one wheel. Simulating just one situation is simple, but exploring a range of tire
geometries, wheel sinkages, camber angles etc. becomes prohibitive. (Note that if a specific
vertical load is to be sustained, overall sinkage would have to be adjusted for each camber etc. to
match that load.)
In light of those complexities we have sought analytical results, mixing deductions from the
Rotta equations with curve fitting. Our hope is that workable equations can capture volumes of
results in just a few pages, and possibly also provide insight not afforded by black-box
computations. Taking a parabolic approximation to the circular wheel, 𝑦 = 𝑥 2 /2𝑅, we deduce
the contact patch half/length as √2𝑅𝑓𝑊 , and local compression f at any distance s from the
contact patch center as f(s) = fW – s2/(2R), |𝑠| < √2𝑅𝑓𝑊
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Then we make the assumption that some desired force/length or stiffness/length can be
represented as a polynomial in f. Inserting the variation f(s) given above, we can integrate over
the contact patch length to determine the overall force or stiffness. It suffices to do this for the
individual polynomial terms, i.e. for various power laws, then the results for any polynomial can
be assembled.
Zero power:
√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

∫

𝑓 0 𝑑𝑠 = 2√2𝑅𝑓𝑊 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊

(15)

−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

First power:
√2𝑅𝑓𝑊
−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

2𝑓𝑊
]
3

(16)

8𝑓 2
[𝑓𝑊 − 𝑠 2 /(2𝑅)]2 𝑑𝑠 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 [ 𝑊 ]
15
−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

(17)

𝑓 1 𝑑𝑠 = ∫

∫

[𝑓𝑊 − 𝑠 2 /(2𝑅)]1 𝑑𝑠 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 [

−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

Second power:
√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

∫

𝑓 2 𝑑𝑠 = ∫

−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

Third power:
16𝑓𝑊3
[𝑓𝑊 − 𝑠 /(2𝑅)] 𝑑𝑠 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 [
∫
]
35
−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

(18)

128𝑓𝑊4
[𝑓𝑊 − 𝑠 /(2𝑅)] 𝑑𝑠 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 [
∫
]
315
−√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

(19)

√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

2

3

Fourth power:
√2𝑅𝑓𝑊

2

4

Then the integral over the contact patch of 𝑎𝑓 4 + 𝑏𝑓 3 + 𝑐𝑓 2 + 𝑑𝑓 1 + 𝑒𝑓 0 is
√8𝑅𝑓𝑊 [

128 4 16 3
8
2
𝑎𝑓𝑊 + 𝑏𝑓𝑊 + 𝑐𝑓𝑊2 + 𝑑𝑓𝑊1 + 𝑒]
315
35
15
3

(20)

What are the approximating polynomials for various quantities? As shown in Fig. 9, for vertical
compression FY/p0 (the vertical force per unit circumferential distance) can be approximated for
any f and a range of different H/B by
0.1 𝑓
𝑓
𝐹𝑌⁄
𝐻
𝑝0 = 𝐵(1 − ⁄𝐵 ) ( ⁄𝐻 ) (2.9 − 1.71 ⁄𝐻 )
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(This was developed by trial and error. Analytically matching quadratics based on initial slope
and peak value was not quite as close.) The following figure shows the quality of the fits, which
are clearly better before peak load.
Following the form of Eqation 20, this polynomial results in
𝑐 = −1.7

0.1
𝐵
(1 − 𝐻⁄𝐵 )
,
2
𝐻

𝑑 = 2.9

0.1
𝐵
(1 − 𝐻⁄𝐵 )
𝐻

(22)

Using these in the integral for a wheel of radius R (assumed much greater than B), this leads to a
universal compression curve for the total force (not force per unit circumferential distance):
0.1
𝐵
1.7 8
2
𝐹𝑌𝑇⁄
2
𝐻
𝑝0 = √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 (𝐻 (1 − ⁄𝐵 ) ) {− ( 𝐻 ) (15) 𝑓𝑊 + 2.9 (3) 𝑓𝑊 }

(23)

Fig. 9: Quadratic approximation of cross-section compression curves for various H/B.
Since they do not capture the post-peak behavior, the amount of wheel compression
they can model is limited
We have not yet attempted to fit the lateral incremental stiffness as a function of compression
and H/B in the same fashion as Fig. 9. That is because lateral displacement of the contact patch
of an erect wheel clearly causes substantial lateral tire displacement well beyond the ends of the
contact patch, with a typical relaxation length of order half the typical fully loaded contact patch
length. Therefore the horizontal stiffness of a contact patch (particularly a short one) is likely to
be double or greater that predicted by the methods here. Lacking the value of S (a tension term
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proportional to pressure, added to a shear stiffness term depending on material) to be used in
equation 5.3 of ref. [2], we leave that task for future work. Progress in this area could be used to
predict ‘cornering stiffness’ produced by sideslip, for example to make up the camber thrust
deficit, or to provide large commanded roll accelerations.
We now turn to camber force. To reduce complexity we focused on just one tire design
(H = 0.8 in, B = 1 in.), and examined vertical and horizontal force as a function of compression,
for various camber angles.
Figs. 10 and 11 show two ways of plotting the vertical results:

Fig. 10: Above we see the vertical force starting with very similar slopes, but saturating
earlier and at lower value as camber increases.
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Fig. 11: f-scaled version of Fig 10. Whenever curves begin at the origin, dividing by f allows
fitting with a lower order polynomial.
The vertical force from compression f of a cambered tire (B = 1 in, H = 0.8 in), divided by f, was
fitted to a quadratic in f for each of several camber angles. Then, the quadratic coefficients of f
were themselves fitted as quadratics in χ. The result is
𝐹𝑌
= 𝑓(𝑎𝑌𝜒 𝑓 2 + 𝑏𝑌𝜒 𝑓 + 𝑐𝑌𝜒 )
𝑝0

(24)

where 𝑎𝑌𝜒 = 15.69𝜒 2 − 3.109𝜒 − 0.0907, 𝑏𝑌𝜒 = −12.91𝜒 2 + 1.594𝜒 − 1.977, and
𝑐𝑌𝜒 = 1.568𝜒 2 − 0.0128𝜒 + 2.976. (Of course the numerical coefficients could be
symmetrized.)
This quadratic can immediately be integrated along the contact patch to give
𝐹𝑌𝑇
16
8
2
= √8𝑅𝑓𝑊 {𝑎𝑌𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊3 + 𝑏𝑌𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊2 + 𝑐𝑌𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊 }
𝑝0
35
15
3

(25)

where T stands for total force, not force per unit circumferential distance.
We turn next to the horizontal force per unit circumferential distance caused by camber, see Fig.
12.
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Fig. 12: Horizontal force/length as a function of compression shows an initial slope
proportional to tan(χ), and saturation at a compression f near 0.25 in. H = 0.8 in, B = 1 in.
For the same cambered tire these curves were fitted by a fourth order polynomial whose
coefficients are quadratic in χ, multiplied by 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜒 to capture the known initial slopes.
𝐹𝑋
= 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜒(𝑎𝑋𝜒 𝑓 3 + 𝑏𝑋𝜒 𝑓 2 + 𝑐𝑋𝜒 𝑓 + 𝑑𝑋𝜒 )𝑓
𝑝0

(26)

Here 𝑎𝑋𝜒 = −71.607𝜒 2 + 17.26𝜒 − 3.6916, 𝑏𝑋𝜒 = 72.664𝜒 2 − 12.993𝜒 + 8.6702,
𝑐𝑋𝜒 = −20.473𝜒 2 + 2.0587𝜒 − 8.8329, and 𝑑𝑋𝜒 = 0.6966𝜒 + 3.2587 (linear). Again the total
force can be found immediately by the same method:
𝐹𝑋𝑇
128 4
16
8
2
= 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜒√8𝑅𝑓𝑊 {𝑎𝑋𝜒 (
) 𝑓𝑊 + 𝑏𝑋𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊3 + 𝑐𝑋𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊2 + 𝑑𝑋𝜒 ( ) 𝑓𝑊 }
𝑝0
315
35
15
3
For comparison we provide a plot of the fitted results. Clearly the case of χ = 0.8 rad fits
somewhat poorly, and the peak Y values for each camber are all a little off.
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Fig. 13: Results from polynomial fitting to the results of Fig. 7
V. Preliminary Empirical Data
We collected vertical compression data from a bicycle tire specifically selected and modified to
approximate Rotta’s ideal: a thin membrane with negligible stiffness. To that end, we chose a
wide and supple mountain bike tire, a Kenda Nevegal 26x2.35 folding bead Stick-E John Tomac
signature series, and then we ground the knobs off to leave the thinnest layer of rubber over the
casing so that the carcass is only about 0.050 in thick. Finally, we mounted it an Araya 26x1.50
single-wall aluminum rim with inner width 0.865 in - 0.870 in depending on location and an
outer width of 1.13 in, which we averaged all together to get 1.00 in. (Averaging is a recognition
that the tire casing tangent point moves outward due to tire flattening.) When mounted the B
dimension varied from 2.10 in at 20 psi to 2.15 in at 60 psi.
To apply a vertical displacement and measure the force required, we use an electromechanical
Universal Testing Machine (UTM) made by Instron. Squeezing the wheel between platens
means that the measured deformation includes the two tires plus the metallic spoked structure.
We also calculate the force predictions from the Rotta model integrated along the length of the
contact patch analytically with Equation 25, and also numerically as described in appendix B.
The results are shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14: measured load vs compression (tester displacement divided by 2) at 26 psi
To conclude, while various aspects of the modeled response are encouragingly similar, accurate
agreement was not achieved. Known sources of error are the pressure measurement, the tire
casing thickness (the midplane of the membrane is inwards of the rim flanges), and the changing
apparent rim width due to casing wrap. In addition a known pressure-independent elastic
contribution has not been included. The model is sufficiently sensitive to such errors that better
parameter choices could potentially resolve the discrepancies.
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VII.

Appendix A: Solving Rotta geometry equation via iteration in Excel

The angle-solving problem of Eq. [14] is ideally suited for iterative solution in Excel, because it
is monotonic on (0, 2π). Defining the left hand side as the known quantity C, take a trial value of
ϕ and evaluate the right hand side. If the result is bigger than C, we want to subtract some
fraction of the error from the trial ϕ to produce an improved ϕ. In Excel, setting the original ϕ
cell to the value of the improved ϕ cell leads to a rapid iteration generating ϕC, the precise value
of ϕ that solves the equation. This technique can be used on every row of a spreadsheet
representing the points of a compression curve, for example.

Fig. 16:
Just one unusual step is required: In Excel, under File>Options>Formulas, iteration has to be
allowed and convergence criteria set.

Fig. 17:
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VIII. Appendix B: Integrating along the Contact Patch Numerically
Need to calculate sinkage for each cross-sectional segment of the contact patch

h

θ
R

R

f'
f
δ
Fig. 18: side view of wheel with contact patch at bottom

 
  sin 1  
R

Bs

f   f   R  R cos   f  R 1  cos 

h

Combining this with the previous results, however,
requires rewriting those expressions in terms of F and f
Contact patch width: b = 2𝑑 = 2

d
f
b

𝑤0 𝜙−𝐿sin𝜙
𝜙−sin𝜙

Sinkage: f = H – ℎ = 𝐻 − (1 − cos𝜙)

𝐿−𝑑
𝜙

1−cos𝜙

= 𝐻 − (𝐿 − 𝑤0 ) 𝜙−sin𝜙

The MATLAB code for this problem may be summarized as follows:
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% define rim width and tire width
Bf = 1; B = 1.2;
% define wheel radius, contact patch segment length, and inflation
pressure
R = 0.5*559/25.4 + H; delta = Bf/100; p0 = 26;
% Calculate some tire parameters
w0 = Bf/2; r0 = B/2; theta = asin(w0/r0); phi0 = pi - theta; L =
r0*phi0; H = r0*(cos(theta) + 1);
for each sinkage s % 0 to 1, where sinkage s = f/H
% calculate compression at center of contact patch for this sinkage
f = s*H; h = H - fk; phi = fsolve(@(phi) h - (1 - cos(phi)) *
...; (L - ((w0*phi - L*sin(phi))/(phi - sin(phi))))/phi, pi/2,
options);
d = (w0*phi - L*sin(phi))/(phi - sin(phi)); b = 2*d;
while compression is positive, tire is in contact with ground
% calculate angle from BDC to this contact patch cross section
fk = f - R*(1-cos(theta));
% calculate compression at this contach patch cross section
h = H - fk; phi = fsolve(@(phi) h - (1 - cos(phi)) * ...;
(L - ((w0*phi - L*sin(phi))/(phi - sin(phi))))/phi, pi/2,
options);
d = (w0*phi - L*sin(phi))/(phi - sin(phi)); b = 2*d;
% add on contribution from this segment of contact patch
Fk = Fk + b*delta;
end while
end for
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